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ABSTRACT
i

=

Review and analysis of the literature data on electron transfer itself

and electron transfer oxidation of alkyl radicals was done in or._er to

understand the mechanism by which methyl radical can be oxidized to CH3 + and
further substituted by OH" to form methanol, This allowed to complete and

classify the variuos possible reaction patterns, understand the mechanism
and circumstances of operation of each of them and select those which can be

invo].ved in oxidation of methyl radical. As a result an approach that is

co'mplementary to catal'ytic test studies was proposed, lt consi_t.s of

investigation of a set of partial reactions which reproduce a whole

catalytic cycle in order to prove the reaction mechanism.

I Synthesis of new oxide catalysts of the delafossite type, containing

concentrated double redox sites, was designed. Synthesis of hydrozincite as

a starting material for the preparation of doubly doped zinc oxide was

performed.
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INTRODUCTION

The objective of this research is to develop the scientific background

for direct catalytic methane oxidation to methanol over oxides that are

doubly doped with transition metal ions. The desired process will consist of

double redox mechanism, where one redox couple is utilized for activation of

oxygen and another for the conversion of methyl radicals to carbocations via

electron •transfer reaction. The latter species can react with surface OH"

groups to form methanol. To establi.__ and understand the mechanism of

electron transfer (ET) oxidation of met:,yl radicals_ the current theories of

electron transfer have been reviewed together with the redox chemistry of

transition metal ion/alkyl radical systems.

Two groups of the catalysts will be tested for activity and

selectivity, one containing dispersed redox centers (CuI/FellI/ZnO,

Cul/TiIII/znO) and a second of delafossite-type oxides containing

concentrated redox centers (CuFeO2, CuCoO2, CuCrO2). A preparation method of
the delafossite catalysts was designed. Synthesis of hydrozincite for the

preparation of the high purity high surface area ZnO matrix to be doped with

transition metal ions was performed.

RESULTS

Mechanistic classification of redox reactions of alk_l radicals with

transition metal ions 6TM_J_.

_- Interaction of alkyl radicals with TMI may lead to the formation of an

_- alkyl-metal bond, electron transfer, or ligand transfer. In each of these

a cases the metal ion undergoes a formal change of oxidation state of one and

an alkyl ion is formed as an intermediate species. Since the carbonium ions

are thermodynamically unstable, t_he real reactions for these redox processes

i are usually more complex and the various types of reaction pattet_ns need tobe distinguished in greater detail. The general classification of the

i mechanisms of oxidation of alkyl radicals by TMI is based on:

i (i) Bonding of the radical or carbocation in the electron transfer process.
This gives rise to two main classes of ET" an outer- and inner- sphere

j electron transfer. For organic electron transfer reactions an alternativedescription as non-bonded and bonded electron transfer is also used.

|

i (ii) position at which the TMI is attacked by the radical. If the attack is

oriented directly to the ligand, a process with transition state of free

radical nature occurs, and an atom transfer takes place. On the other hand,

attachement of the alkyl radical to the metal ion results in an alkyl-TMl
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intermediate that can further react in a variety of ways including oxidative

elimination, displacement, solvolysis or substitution. The factors which

favor a given type of mechanism were rationalized in terms of the ionization

potential, the soft and hard base nature of the oxidized radical, the nature

of T_I, the ability of the radical to form stable carbocations, the redox

potential of the TMI, and the chemical nature of ligands and their

coordination strength.

The following classes were distinguished:

i. Outer-sphere oxidation (nonbonded mechanism). In this mechanism for

oxidation of an alkyl radical (R.), the transition state in the rate limiting

step leads directly to a cation as an intermediate which undergoes fast

subsequent steps of _3ji.drogenelimination and substitution (Fig.l). In the

outer sphere mechanism the rates obey the Marcus equation [i] and steric

effects are small. This mechanism dominates in the oxidation of alkyl

radicals with low ionization potential. High redox potential of the TMI and

strong and hard ligands also favor this mechanism.

2. Inner-sphere oxidation (bonded mechanism) is invo].ved when the alkyl

i radical must enter the coordination sphere of the TMI as a necessary step

for oxidation. No correlation exists between the redox potential of TMI and

the rate of oxidation. Steric effects are large and the chemical nature of

the radical is importanu. The standard reactions of this mechanism are

oxidative elimination and oxidative substitution (Fig.l), which often

constitute parallel routes. Oxidative elimination is a common process for

alkyl radicals with available _9-hydrogens, unstable carbocations, and with

ligands that are strongly coordinated to the TMI. During this mechanism, the

elimination process itself is almost simultaneous with electron transfer,

and a distinct carbocation does not appear along the reaction path.

Oxidative substitution constitutes a general class of reactions which

encompass four types of particular substitution reaction patterns' ]=igs_nd

, substitution, oxidative solvolysis, oxidative dis__lacement and atom transfer

(AT) (Fig.l). These reactions occur via the ET mechanism, in which

carbocations are short lived intermediates, and via the ligand transfer (LT)

mechanism where the electron transfer is accompanied by the ligand transfer.

The importance of oxidative substitution increases as the alkyl-metal

moiety becomes capable of carboni_un ion stabilizanion. When substitution

proceeds via solvolysis of an alkyl-metal intermediate, the process is

described as oxidative solvolysis.

Ligand substitution ET mechanism consists of addition of an oxidized

radical to one of ligands, possesing e.g. unsaturated carbon-carbon bond.

This mechanism is often involved in oxidation of methyl radicals in systems

containing large strongly bonded unsaturated ligands like phenantroline [2].

Two modes of oxidation occur during ligand transfer oxidation' an atom

transfer (AT) and oxidative displacement. The AT pathway involves direct

conversion of the alkyl radicals into substitution products. The transition

state for this mechanism is free radical in nature and solvent polar effects

are small. The oxidative displacement route generates a carbonium ion of

sufficient integrity somewhere along the reaction coordinate (ET), which is
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then substituted by one of ligands (LT). Thus, this process cannot be

classified exclusively as an ET or an LT mechanism. The oxidative

displacement process is particularly involved in the case wl_ere the

oxidative elimination path is impossible, and it is often encountered in the

oxidation of methyl radicals by TMI complexes with weakly bonded hard

ligands [3].

The classification of ali reactions patterns is s_unmarized in _Lg.l,

l__lications for the heterogeneous oxidation of methyl radical

As implied by Fig.l, methyl radical formed by homolytic hydrogen

abstraction from methane by O" active species can undergo several possible

reactions, In the case of TMI oxide catalysts, taking into account the high

ionization potential of the methyl radical (9.89eV), its hard base nature,

and absence of _-hydrogen atoms, three kinds of substitution reactions are

possible: inner-sphere ET oxidative displacement or ligand substitution and

outer-sphere substitution process. The latter seems to be only possible in

the case of TMI with a high oxidation potential and becomes more important

if OH groups are readily available in the vicinity of TMI.

In the inner-sphere ET process the CH3 + ions can undergo either aligand substitution leading to surface metoxy species

CH3 + 0 2 -+ _ CH30"

(CH 3"+ O2"Me n+ .+ CH30" + Me (n'l)+)

or o>_idative displacement reaction

, CH3-Men+-OH" -+ CH3OH + Me (n'l)+

with direct methanol formation. The competition of these two processes will

depend on a spatial arrangement of the CH3", OH" and O 2" species immediately
after hydrogen abstraction, localization of the TMI acceptor level in

relation to the methyl-oxygen antibonding orbital, and the strength of the

OH-TMI bond; the weaker is the latter, the more probable is oxidative

displacement.

The literature data indicate that Cu+/Cu 2+ and Fe2+/Fe 3+ are the most

appropriate redox couples capable of catalyzing this process. The advantage

of double redox copper-iron systems may consist of a synergetic action of

copper, as the displacement center, and iron as the CH 3' oxidation center due
to much easier methylation of Fe(lll) in comparison with Cu(ll) [4,5].

In order to verify the feasibility of the mechanism discussed above, a

set of model reactions which reproduce a whole catalytic cycle were

proposed. In each step the postulated active species and intermediates cau

be created externally, via appropriate chemical. 'procedures, in oLd_ to

prompt a desired type of reaction step. The following set of mode], reactions
can be considered'
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(i) o×idative displacement" reaction of Men+-OH" with CH 3, obtained in situ.

The source of methyl radicals can be photolysis of (CH3)2Hg or azomethane'

(CHB)21qg _ 2CH_ + Hg

Men+-OH - + CH 3"_ CH3.Men+.oH- _ Me(n-l) + + CH3OH

(ii) step-wise execution of the whole catalytic cycle'

Me n+ + N20 _ Me(n+l)+-O" + N 2 formation of active O"

Me(n+l)+-O - + CH 4 _ CH3-Me(n+I)+-OH" generation of bonded methyl radicals

CH3-Me(n+I)+-OH" _ Me n.+ + CH30H oxidative displacement

Pre_tion of the catal__t_s

| An apparatus consisting of a water bath, a peristaltic pump, a

mechanical stirrer and a pH-meter was set up and calibrated. Hydrozincite

was prepared as in Ref_ [6] by precipitation at 85-90°C of zinc(II) nitrateby dropwise addition of lM solution of sodium carbonate to increase the pH

i to the final value of 7.0. The precipitate was digested for 1.5 h, washed i0

times with distilled water, filtred and dried at room temperature for 2

days.

The delafossites CuFeO 2 and CuCrO 2 will be obtained by firing cuprous
oxide prepared by thermal decomposition of high surface area CuO (prepared

in a similar way as ZnO) with high surface area Fe(lll) and Cr(lll) oxides

[7,8] in evacuated closed quartz vessels at I050=C for 48 Pl. CuCoO 2 will be

prepared by the exchange reaction between CuC1 and LiCoO 2 [8]. The starting
mixture will be pressed and heated in evacuated sealed silica tube for 4

days at 490°C.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
_- Fig. I. Mechanistic classification of redox reactions of alkyl radicals with

transition metal ions. ET stands for electron transfer, LT for

ligand transfer, AT for atom transfer, L for ligand, TMI for

transition metal ion, R for alkyl radical, >C 1 for alkyl radicals
with more than one carbon atom and IP for ionization potential.
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